
Forex Secret Protocol, a 'mechanical' method for Forex trading that claims to reduce the entire trading 

process to a set of rules, or protocols has caught the attention of 

http://ForexSecretProtocolReviews.com ’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review.  

“Forex Secret Protocol is a great tool for both the experienced and rookie Forex trader. Created by 

Toshko himself, this full DVD Training and Instruction Course comprises 6 DVDs that cover everything 

people need to get started,” reports Stevenson. “This trading system is specifically designed to works in 

today’s volatile market to help people make a real and substantial profit. It analyzes larger amounts of 

data at faster speeds than ever before.” 

Forex Secret Protocol is available as a physical product  and the program includes a DVD set that walks 

users through the system, three custom-built indicators, and the Adaptive Trend Locator (ATL) as well as 

assorted bonuses. Users will also gain access to the ‘Protocol HQ’ private member's area where one can 

have a live chat with Raychev. The highly advanced Dynamic Positioning Indicator is uncannily accurate, 

fast, and is laser targeted to making people more setups and more potentially profitable trades. SARA or 

Signal Automation Recognition Alert converts the people gain from the Dynamic Positioning Indicator 

into a rapid method of making serious wealth. 

“Forex Secret Protocol is an extensive training, mentoring, and signal recognition alert system that 

covers everything people need to get set up and start trading Forex. It analyzes enough information and 

is capable of reacting and adjusting to market changes fast enough,” says Stevenson. “The Trading 

Manual is jam packed with information; written in a manner that both novice and experienced traders 

can quickly read, digest and understand. A few hours are all that people need to understand exactly how 

Forex Secret Protocol works, and they can then start trading.” 

“People only need to spend minutes of their precious spare time, which means that even the most time 

starved individuals can take advantage of making money trading Forex using Forex Secret Protocol. 

Unlike most of the new Forex trading systems and robots hitting the market that are using antiquated 

technology, this program utilizes multiple indicators which work synergistically to give users a clear 

picture of what's going to happen ahead of time in practically any scenario.  People also learn exactly 

how to use the MetaTrader4 Platform to their personal full advantage to make maximum profits.” 

 Those wishing to purchase Forex Secret Protocol, or for more information, click here.  

To access a comprehensive Forex Secret Protocol review, visit 

http://forexsecretprotocolreviews.com/forex-secret-protocol-review 


